ANNOUNCEMENT

SEVENTH
INTERNATIONAL ZEOLITE CONFERENCE

KEIO PLAZA HOTEL—TOKYO, JAPAN
AUGUST 17–22, 1986

Organized Under the Auspices of the International Zeolite Association
&
International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry

Technical Program: Plenary, invited, and contributed papers on natural and synthetic zeolites to be presented in oral and poster sessions in the following areas:

- Adsorption & Diffusion
- Structure
- Catalysis
- Mineralogy
- Applications
- Ion Exchange & Modification
- Synthesis
- Geology


Further Information:

Mitsue Koizumi, Chairman, IZC-7
Institute of Scientific & Industrial Research
University of Osaka
Yamadakami, Suita
Osaka 565, Japan

Hiro-o Tominaga, Secretary, IZC-7
Department of Synthetic Chemistry
Faculty of Engineering
University of Tokyo
Hongo, Bunkyo-ku
Tokyo 113, Japan